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and what‘s wonderful is 
it really fits in the pocket! 
In the pocket of the sort of coat I once despised for its bourgeois conformity 
but in which now I think I look rather jaunty. 
In the pocket of the coat I wear while queuing in the supermarket, Delhaize, on 

my way home from the office. 
It‘s an unreasonably long queue, so 
I pull out Ginsberg 
who has been right-sized-pocket-placed 
for just such an occasion. 
 
Allen Ginsberg in the supermarket! In a queue! He has nothing to do with 

queuing, with the contents of my basket: a can of chickpeas, some salmon 
(not for the same dish), other bits and pieces. A little frisson—oh how capable 
I am of realising, creating juxtaposition. Such sweet self-satisfaction. 

But then I look up and fat, balding Allen is challenging me in the queue: he gets 
in my face and tells me that I have never lost a loveboy, that I myself have 
been taken by two of the three old shrews of fate: 

 the one-eyed shrew of the heterosexual dollar 
 and 
 the one-eyed shrew that winks out of the womb 
 (or at least I‘m lost to the womb‘s lovely winking, not the DINKY-disrupting 

prospect of some child peering creepily out – I don‘t know which he meant) 
And then he makes me turn to the page after Howl, where he‘s talking to Walt 

Whitman in a California supermarket! 
Well, fuck. That‘s ruined my smugness in realising a pleasing juxtaposition.  
 
But it‘s OK, I already know Allen takes the subway. Maybe we can meet there in 

comfort. 
 
So, a few days later, I am in a station on the metro and Allen has jumped out of 

my pocket again. Meanwhile, 
I have dined well. 
I have dined on what in other contexts would be vermin: rabbit followed by 

pigeon, and then chocolate: plague-vermin of our corpulobesifying age. 
I have dined at the company‘s expense discussing science and persuasion—with 

grown ups. 
Allen, writing desperate, vivifying things, now riding the metro he is a pocket-

sized pickle: sour, spiced, deliciously offsetting the richness of the restaurant 
I have just departed. 

Should Allen be more than a pickle? 
Of course! That is almost precisely the pleasure. 
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I am on the metro to Gare du Midi to meet my friend Alice, who is travelling 
overland (and, indeed, underwater) to a tango festival in Romania. 

At the station, Allen amuses me by waggling his beard as I wait – she always 
makes to wait – then he is popped back into pocket-darkness. Poor Allen in 
the darkness! 

She arrives. 
She who is a lovely languorous cat among the nervous pigeons of the gangs of 

studious boys who so often surround her—how they palpitate! 
She arrives shuffling a little under the weight of her usual wide array of awkward 

bags, as if a free hand is a symbol of the death of spontaneity, 
she is as if she were a critique of all the changes come with time since we filled 

our time with almost endless tea, 
she makes me feel like a construct. My persona perceives this. So I fletch some 

arrows to barb our conversation: naturegirlhussy! 
gipsydancingecononomicilliterate! 

But we still have some ‗common interests‘. And we both go places: 
Let‘s be brazen about what I mean: we are both 
sufficiently cosmopolitan to satisfy a reasonable desire for moderate 

cosmopolitanism. 
We aren‘t all that different – or not much more so than before. It‘s just that now 

she can afford time to travel through people not over them, whereas I can 
afford to buy a few more things, e.g. shoes for specific function, sturdy yet 
breathable shoes neither too massive nor too flimsy, sufficient to tackle Syria 
dust, Ardennes mud, the slip-slide of snow-sludge on Durham cobbles. 

She goes to festivals, I go to conferences. 
Helsinki, for example. Back to June, then: 
In the weekend stayed-on afterwards, I bully my German frolleague Stefan into 

creating 
wildly expanding compound nouns about the rituals of boys on a boozy weekend. 
―But what is the purpose of this?‖ he asks. 
Because I am fascinated by the sounds, etymological traces I can infer, and sheer 

clumsyaudacious length of these foreign words, whose rules I am not about to 
learn (one thing at a time, please!). 

Forget about the purpose, just tell me how to say it! I shout, super-taxed beer in 
hand, disturbing the genteel calm of this picturesque old sea-fortress where 
we sit at a table on a green hillock. 

So as I bark words, rabidly piling them up, reluctantly he orders the concepts 
and removes the spaces from what is practically now a whole sentence: 

die nächtlichgewörnlichangewöhnungskippe 

which is to say, for me, 

WONDER! 

―But that doesn‘t really make sense,‖ he notes. 
 
How touching is his attachment to sense. 
Doesn‘t he know the wondrous obfuscation that we create? 
That we ride the wings of our own flight from lucidity! 
That amongst the fairtosayonthewhole very nice and reasonable people with 

whom we work there are those 
who scribble all night rocking and rolling over lofty incantations which in the 

yellow morning are stanzas slides of gibberish. 
I am informed, ‗going forward‘, 
that we will architect the convergence of informatics and interventions to 

become the ―category captain‖ to our customers 
that we are working on a guideline for the development of guidelines, not a 

guideline in itself 
that a praiseworthy colleague is one who excels at generating commitment for 

future directions 
that timely action surfaces positive results 
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that we show colleagues what good looks like 
that we need to be literally falling in love with our contributors 
that brands should note: in 2010 the chef is having it his way, and the customer 

likes it like that! 
Oh Moloch, flagellate me like this! For verily, therein are wonders. 
 
But Moloch, whose skyscrapers stand in the long streets, whose factories dream 

and croak in the fog, whose blood is running money – you seem a long way 
from here, in Durham, where I came by the smallest aeroplane I have ever 
flown in. It felt quite executive, but for the legroom. 

―Ladies and gentlemen, there is one mushroom on board, located at the rear of 
the cabins,‖ said the hostess after takeoff. 

Oh—washroom. I think that such are the almost-absurdities that the future 
might be beckoning with, inviting me to little interior grins in comfort. But 
will they be shared? (By contrast, I consider that I will certainly be invited for 
gins.) 

Then I covered these pages with the crumbs of a complementary muffin. 
 
In my own city lights I am given just enough occasions for free champagne to 

still be foolish enough to eagerly clasp the thin glass stems between my 
fingers (not wanting to turn down free drinks is a grand tenet of youth, I 
think – but not wisdom) 

bubbles accompanied by what Stefan calls unwanted bits of fluff, nasty little 
snacks—but which everyone else calls canapés 

served as persuasion in the proximity of power. 
 
Yes, I have just found my excuse for writing this:  people write prose from 

‗inside‘, in what may or may not be the last days, novels, but rarely poems I 
think. Probably there are reasons for that. But listen, I‘ve recounted my 
ongoing fascination with words as well! That must count for something. 
Ginsberg it seems I have elected you to be judge at my own trial. 

Then glancing out of my aeroplane window I am actively arrested: the sight of 
snow on the patchwork of fields just behind the coast – the earliest heavy 
snow in the north east of England since 1993; the impact of altitude and 
topography in its settling is evident. Nothing like high mountains seen from 
above, for them snow is a fundamental always. Rather, autumnal England 
cartographised: just streams and hedges and woods dividing the white. Pretty 
bloody marvellous. 

As we land I realise how snow is unimaginable in its absence. Then off the plane 
and into branding: ―North East England: Passionate People, Passionate 
Places.‖ Ugh, branding. What the fuck is a passionate place? This is my howl, 
I guess. Addressed to no departed love whom I consider stolen from my side 
through the machinations of some inevitable despicable Moloch – I don‘t 
want to go to Rockwell. 

So, this: just a succession of a few things I have noticed and a few things I have 
thought, as I live deceiving myself that my indulgence is really observation, 
material— 

but I partake. 
This is evidence of my indulgence. I hope you have been entertained. 

 


